


Steinberg Master Cook Kitchen Mixer



Experience Water 
Since 1955 Paterson has been supplying world leading bathroom ware to the 

New Zealand market, and have built a quality reputation for service, product 

innovation, design and performance.

We have drawn on our experience and developed our own range of bathroom 

ware, and have carefully chosen our manufacturing partners to perform to our 

high standards of product innovation, quality and performance.

Tapware
We have worked with our suppliers to develop a tapware and shower range 

suited to our New Zealand taste and lifestyle. To complement contemporary 

styling we utilise the latest European ceramic cartridges to ensure many years 

of smooth and consistent use, backed up by a 6 year warranty.

Baths
The Paterson freestanding bath selection offers outstanding quality in an acrylic 

bath option. Not just baths, our baths are elegant robust designs, in twin 

skinned sanitary grade acrylic, with a 2 year warranty. Paterson baths will add 

elegance and style to any bathroom. Not only do they look good but they are 

extremely comfortable when you wish to while away some quality time.



Villeroy & Boch Loop & Friends Freestanding Bath and Basins





Since 1748, the name Villeroy and Boch has stood for quality and reliability.  

This unrivalled wealth of experience means they know what matters when it 

comes to developing high-quality bathroom products.  Visionary ideas, state of 

the art technologies and strict quality controls enable them to make fittings of 

exceptional precision that live up to the highest standards.

Design and Villeroy and Boch have been an inseparable unit from the outset, 

working closely with the best designers and architects.  This is what gives 

their products their unmistakable style, and a timeless aesthetic that 

complements every bathroom design. Eye-catching, but not attention-seeking.

Your Villeroy and Boch fittings are something to be enjoyed for many years 

to come. Because right from the first day, you will know that you have made 

the right choice.



Villeroy & Boch O.Novo



Graff Ametis Shower Column





Internationally recognised as an avant-garde manufacturer of exciting, 

trend-setting bathroom and kitchen fixtures, Graff brings a new way of 

enjoying water - paying homage to the most precious natural resource 

of our planet.

Headquartered in Wisconsin, USA, and manufactured in Europe, Graff has 

positioned itself at the forefront of design, creating designer-based collections 

for the luxury market.  

They have become the benchmark brand in both the USA and European 

markets by resisting the trend to cut costs and focussing on quality fixtures 

and unique vision.

Graff’s commitment to creating cutting-edge premium quality collections, 

since 1922, is evident in each and every product.



Graff Sento Column Shower 



Keuco Elegance





KEUCO can look back on a long tradition of producing high-quality 

products for the bathroom. Since its foundation in Germany 1953, the 

company has continuously expanded its range of products. KEUCO has gone 

from being the original specialist and market leader for high-quality bathroom 

accessories to presenting itself as a full-range supplier of bathroom 

furnishings including fittings, accessories, mirror cabinets, bathroom 

furniture and washbasins.

Each individual Keuco product lives up to a promise: To bring together 

intelligent functionality and first-class quality in a design that won’t lose any 

of its charm even after five, ten or twenty years.



Keuco Royal Reflex



Nivito Rhythm





A step ahead in providing solutions, Swedish manufacturer Nivito, 

produces 100% solid stainless steel tapware with Scandinavian flair.

An optimum material on the world market, stainless steel has long been the 

choice in the food industry, providing an unbeatable non-porous surface from 

both an environmental and quality standpoint.

Nivito kitchen mixers live up to the highest standards in functionality and 

materials right down to the smallest details - all with the Scandanavian affinity 

for minimal form with great function.

New for 2017 and complementing their kitchen mixers, Nivito present an 

exciting new range of kitchen sinks, effortlessly creating a luxurious finish for 

the most exacting expectations.



Nivito Sink and Kitchen Mixer



Galatea MOMA Bath





Producing bathtubs in Germany since the 1880’s and still proudly German 

made, Galatea can look back on a long tradition of premium quality, style 

and innovation.

The stunning MoMA range features a beautiful array of colours, including 

the very current metallics, with a steel base frame combining to make a 

strong visual statement.

For the music lover - using Bluetooth technology - Galatea can also turn 

your bathing experience into a veritable symphony.  Your phone, tablet 

or computer will transfer your favourite music directly to the bath itself.  

You will not only hear the music, you will also feel the music!



Galatea MOMA bath



Steinberg One Sixty Series





Presenting elegant modern designs, state of the art technologies and 

high-grade materials, Steinberg, founded in 2002, has already achieved 

a remarkable position.

Proudly manufactured in Germany and with an award-winning portfolio, 

Steinberg has redefined aesthetic lasting values, combined with perfect 

design and first class quality.

Steinberg founder and CEO, Marcus Loehnert;  “No design follows temporary 

fashion. Though all the products are stylish and oriented to the contemporary 

Zeitgeist, we still rely on classic elements that can make precisely these 

designs real classics.”



Steinberg Triple One Basin Mixer





Fima Zeta Collection



Fima is an Italian company, it has been around for three generations and 

is rooted in an industrialised territory, yet preserves a distinct artisan 

approach. The company is constantly on the look-out for materials with the 

best quality-price ratio, while optimising processes for reducing energy 

and material consumption and striving to identify areas of improvement 

along the production chain.



Fima Maxima Basin Mixer



Vanita & Casa Satellite Mirror





Vanitá & Casa continue to develop and engineer its LED illuminated mirror line 

by offering a product which is innovative, complementary to the bathroom 

environment and technologically advanced.

They can now offer new options such as BlueVibe (music via Bluetooth with 

vibration speakers), infrared on/off sensor with dimmer function, LED backlight-

ing, WarmWhite (backlit magnifying mirror with 3000K or 6000K color LEDs) , X 

Hanging (for user friendly installation).

Together with these new options we also provide defoggers with dedicated on/

off button, radio, MP3 music and iPod® cable connection, 5 mm mirror 

thickness with safety film backing and a protection level of IP44. All our mirrors 

are energy-saving.

Our greatest satisfaction is to know that Vanita & Casa mirrors will become an 

important element of your personal well-being.

PANTONE 513 C



Vanita & Casa Vega Mirror
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